CABRERA
TERRACE AWNING

by TURNILS®

The Cabrera and Cabrera XL awnings, two beautiful, modern Swedish designs, with both sizes fully cassetted to securely protect fabric from both dirt and moisture. The heavy duty folding arms of Cabrera use Dyneema® connections for superior strength and durability, while powerful springs ensure excellent fabric tension. Cabrera and Cabrera XL are awnings that will adorn any home or commercial building.
**Operation**
Both Cabrera and Cabrera XL come with motorised controls as standard, with options for internal or external hard wired or remote control operation.

**Installation**
Both awnings are easily installed directly onto the wall with the standard Cabrera having two end brackets, while the Cabrera XL has installation brackets easily fitted anywhere along the back of the awning.

**Components**
The selection of materials and components used in manufacture are anti-corrosive and highly durable.

**Decoration**
The decoration kit, which includes covers for the end caps and strip for the front profile are available in three colours: silver, white and graphite. The awning is available in silver or white.

**Dimensions**
Projection (both Cabrera and Cabrera XL): 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5m  
Maximum Width (Cabrera): 5.0m  
Maximum Width (Cabrera XL): 7.0m